
August 28, 2021 

 

TO:   Beach Haven Board of Directors; Debbie VanGemert, Mike White, JD Cox, Brian Smith 

 

FROM: Beach Haven Access Control Committee 

CC: Yvette Alleman, Turtle Art Project Sponsor 
 Nicole Pickering, Sovereign & Jacobs Inc. 

 

RE: Submission for Board Approval; Recommended Placement Site for Beach Haven Turtle Art Statue 

 

After a discussion and site inspection of potential sites for the Turtle Art statue it was agreed that the best spot for 
placing the statue is; 

the grass area on the south east side of the pool complex, along Beach Haven Parkway.  

This area is currently an open grass area and it is a prominent community location, fully accessible to all Beach Haven 
residents and guests.  It is safe for foot traffic with ADA accessible sidewalk, and has easy and safe existing vehicle 
parking spaces on Beach Haven Parkway and Smiling Fish Lane.   
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To arrive at this recommended location, the Access Control committee reviewed potential common area sites and 
focused on the following criteria; 

1. Prominence   2. Accessibility   3. Safe for foot traffic   4. Safe for vehicular access 

In addition to the recommended site, three potential sites near the community entrance were also considered; the 
front of the main entrance, the island at Beach Haven Pkwy and Sandy Beach Way, and the common area at 14 Sandy 
Beach Way.  While each of these locations were very prominent – they were not judged to have safe access for 
pedestrians nor adequate and safe parking for vehicles. 

Visitors and Gate Protocol 

Based on information provided from Grand Haven community which has a Turtle Art statue in place, a minimal 
number of external visitors are expected to be drawn to see the statue. Their experience of over a year; the visitor 
count has been under 10.   

It is expected that our community’s expected visitor count will be similar and that our normal visitor and gate 
processes will be used, with this proposed provision; 

Envera will be notified that any visitor requesting access to view the Turtle without an invite from a 
community resident be granted access only between the hours of 9am to 4pm.  Further, that Envera 
provide quarterly a count of Turtle visitor requests. 

 

Requested Board Action: 

Formally approve;  1) the Turtle Art statue location 

 2) Envera gate access parameters 

 


